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SUPPORTING STATEMENT 
P U N N I N G  APPLICATION FOR SINGLE DWELLINGHOUSE 

LAND TO REAR OF 65 MAIN STREET, CHRYSTON 

Site 

The area of land is presently garden ground to the rear of 65 Main Street Chryston. The plot of 
land is approx 1980m2. The site slopes away from Main Street and to the rear there is an open 
outlook towards the Campsie Hills. The existing house is a single storey property, with a htgh 
pitched roof and store/garage to the rear taking access from the east side of the property. From 
Main Street the red sliding doors of the store/garage can be seen, although on passing the site it is 
not evident that such a large parcel of land exists behind. 

To the east of the property there is a four-in-a-block arrangement and to the west there is the Boys 
Brigade Hall and car park to the front and beyond that, two new b d d  residential properties. 

There is no clear established character to Chryston with a varymg mix of property types and sizes. 
Since the closure of the Post Office and the Tavern public house, there are no local amenities, other 
than the church and as such the identity of Chyston has become merged with Muirhead, where 
shops and local amenities are located. 

Background Information 

The house and garden ground is owned by Peter MacDougall and the application is being made by 
hts eldest daughter and her husband Mr & Mrs Mackenzie. 

In November 2004, an ou the  planning application was submitted (N/04/02004/0UT) for the 
erection of two addtional dwehghouses, to assess whether the principle of residential development 
was suitable on the vacant land. This was refused on the 24" January 2005. No appeal was made. 

In November 2008 a detaded application was submitted for a single dwelltnghouse 
@/08/01608/FUL) which was subsequently refused on the 15* January 2009. No appeal was made. 

In July 2009 Cala Homes made an application for some 80 units on Green Belt land that bounds 6 
and 7 Lanrig Holdings, Gartferry Road. This application was withdrawn before being considered by 
Planning officials. If the developer was successful in obtaining consent for thts land an option to sell 
the land at the rear of 65 Main Streetwould have been offered to Cala homes, or an access could 
have been formed to a single house plot, from their site. Due to the withdrawal of that planning 
application, these options no longer exist. 
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Grounds for Previous Refusal 

The grounds for Refusal of the detailed planning application N/08/01608/FUL were cited as; 

1. The proposed dwellinghouse d adversely affect the existing residential layout and character 
of the area by having no road frontage; in this respect the proposal is backland development 
which is contrary to the Northern Corridor Local Plan 2005 (Policy HG4) 

Response: The site lies within the boundary of the residential area as outlined in the Local 
Plan and therefore the principle of residential use is already established. The question is 
whether it affects the character of the area by having no road frontage and whether 
backland development is relevant as a policy for small infd sites (see section below on 
Policy). In terms of Roads Legslation, there is no case to build a road until more than 2 
houses are being served from a private access. dwellinghouse does not need a road 
frontage and therefore the case is being made that the access would be a private access and 
would not fit with the planning description of “ r ~ a d ) ~ .  =1 road is legally defmed as “any way, 
other than a waterwax over which there is a public right of passage” and in this 
circumstance there is no public right of passage intended. 

It should also be noted that there are countless examples of permissions where rear ground 
has been developed served by private access and lanes, namely, on the outslurts of Annathill 
and adjacent to the Main Street in Glenboig. Evidence of this can be provided, if required. 

2. That should planning permission be granted for this development, an unacceptable 
precedent may be set which would make it difficult for the Planning Authority to refuse 
other similar backland applications. 

Response: It appears unfair to cite a reason for refusal on the grounds of precedent. My 
understanding is that the Planning System should assess each and every application on their 
individual merits and not on what might happen as a result of determining one application. 
The issue in respect of the site in question is, whether there could be sunilar copy cat 
applications by neighbours. The answer to this is that it would be impossible to set a 
precedent in thls local area. To the west the urban boundary sits tight to the rear of the 
properties and to the east the rear garden grounds are not in single ownership and are split 
into quarters, with no suitable access points. As such, there is deemed to be no precedent 
that can set locally. 

Relevant Policy 

Policy HG4 of the Northern Corridor Local Plan 2005 refers to Backland Development. The fact 
that this is a single house should result in this policy being examined to see whether it is being blindly 
applied and is therefore preventing development of a small scale, in the right place and for the right 
reasons. If backland development hmges on a road frontage then the development of up to 2 houses 
should be exempt, as they do not require a road to be built, but as can be stated before can be served 
from a private access. 

Right of Appeal 

No appeals have been made against the Council’s decision to refuse the previous application. 
However, in line with the new process for determining appeals locally, it would be expected that 
representation, including this supporting statement be made to the Local Review Body, should the 
Council be minded to refuse this application again. 
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Design Considerations 

The applicant d engage an architect to provide a residential proposal that fits with the site and does 
not affect the amenity of any neighbouring properties. It d be designed into the existing levels and 
therefore the impact from Main Street will be minimal, if at all. The front of the property d face 
towards Main Street and the rear will overlook the Campsie Hds mirroring the existing house. The 
applicant wdl work with the Council to agree the design, size and scale of the property and the 
materials, as part of any planning conditions. 

Consideration will be given to alter the existing driveway arrangement so that the existing property is 
not compromised by the vehicle movements. No conflicts d exist between the two properties or 
the neighbouring property. 

Personal Information 

There are two principle reasons why this new budd option is being pursued. The first is to help fund 
the retirement of the owner of 65 Main St (Mr Peter MacDougall). Peter has lived in this area for 34 
years and has brought up a famdy of four chddren operating a mobile fruit & vegetable business for 
most of this time to support his family. As a privately run business he had h t e d  funds available to 
set aside for a Pension and his since leaving that job was forced to take up manual employment in 
Kirkintilloch. Since the death of his Wife Mary seven years ago Peter has been the sole earner and 
with one dependent child at home he is forced to continue to work, even although h s  health is 
suffering as a result. If permission is granted Mr & Mrs Mackenzie will pay a sum of money for the 
land to Peter enabling h m  to retire and have a better quahty of life. It d also result in a level of 
dependence whereby both parties will benefit from improved proximity and co-dependence. It 
should be noted that this application is not a commercial venture. 

The second reason is based on practicality, Mr & Mrs Mackenzie, who currently reside in Annathtll 
have three chddren. The eldest is currently at St Barbara’s school (as a result of a placing request) the 
middle chdd is just about to start St. Barbara’s in 14ugust and the youngest child has a place at 
Snowdrop nursery (off Lindsaybeg Road). Most of the trips made are school related and most of 
the children’s friends live in the Muirhead area. Following the extreme winter conditions Annathtll 
was cut off for more than five weekdays resulting in missed attendance at school and days off work 
for Mr & Mrs Mackenzie. There are no shops in A n n a W  and with its lack of connection by foot to 
other places it is considered to be too isolated a Community to bring up a young family in a 
sustainable manner. W&ng or cycltng to school for example is not an option, nor is it possible to 
walk to the shops for provisions, and connecting to public transport is dtfficult. All of the reasons 
mean that a reliance on the private car is required, resulting in a two car famdy and multiple 
unnecessary trips. 

Ralston J Mackenzie BSc (Hons) MRTPI, MCIHT 
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